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Yadam President and members of the LAdies+ Club and your

guests and Dr. Bradley, I feel it a very great honor to be with you

this evening for I estimate that no single man has done more to raise

the standards of the people of Cleveland than has your own pastor.

I am, so happy to be here with you tonight. I remember an back

through the years that Dr . Bradley has spent with you and worked for

the Christian people of this City to have recognized that he was

always in the forefront of the thinking, I have an idea that the

message that I shall bring to you will not be new to you becaus e

Dr . Bradley has given it to you before . And I also recognize that

the message that I bring from time to time is not entirely happily

received in some oommunities because they are not yet ready for this

teavhing.

I am going to ask you to think with me of some of the

problems of the church today and see how our problems are ahsnging .

This is not the same world as you were born into and I was born into .

We find ourselves even in this decade required to re-orient ourselves

and I think I might save time by having the opportunity to use slides

as I talk along and I do not wish to have you feel that this is a

formal lecture, but I arent you to feel free at any time to ask questions.
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Iwi3l have you think with me of the first vision that taost

of us had of the structure of the universe, of the nature of heaven

and the earth. And if you will read your first chapter of Genesis an d

succeeding chapters you will readily orient yourself to the circum-

stanoes.

Here we have the firmanent and there w ere a lot of little

holes in it and the light was shining throu.gh. Here are the earth

and the waters of the firmanent and above the stare were shining

through and there was water underneath and there was a heaven way up

above there, I an sure you started out with just such conoeptions

as that. 71hat was wrong with that? 'What was the origin of that

heaven, that earth, that foundation8 It is very simple.

That Bible story was written at a time when it was not

known that all of the things that we think of as knowledge were

different expressions of the same thing -- truth . Consequently,

everything that was understood was natural and everything that was

not understood was supernatural . Mostly everything was over in the

supernatural. And that is the difficulty people have to get ove r

from one generation to anothor. Dr. Bradley has been the guide

directing people over to the natural here .

That conception of heaven and earth and of God was pretty

wall. Someone has recently expressed it as a vestpoaket edition

of the universe. A pretty small propositi=J

In this next slide I have arranged now of the supernatural

and a general class of the natural under the heading of Lnowledge --

scientifia and re2igious.
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We will find that meohaniaa and sound and heat and

eleatxioity and magz►eti.ssl and light were all thought of as different

expressious of different thiugs *

expressions of the #{snil tihiugr

Now we knoar they are different

leop in mind that our Bible was

written xhen it aas thought that asobsnias, .saunI, heat and light had

no relation to each other and that all of the things that go to make

up spiritual il .Pe had no oontae►t or relationship to a~yr of these

faoteore. But we find ourselves today recognizing that people have

oome to have a now vision of the order of the universe and we find

that we are living in an orderly universe controlled by natural laws -

laws that are understandable .

Along about 700 B. C. a group of wonderful scientists worked

on these different branches of knwrledge, but they did not realise

that they were re lated.

We find along about the thirteenth century that it was

reoognised that mechanics and sound were different expressions of

the same thing. When we hear we are hearing vibrations of the air.

Along about the seventeenth century many of these were

different expressions of the same thing. For eaample, we find that

this great river of light was not recogrtiaed as being related to

.__W.►. .--:. And then we find that heat was found to be related to

sound and mechanics and that macie a single river. When you and I

were born it was thought that there were two great expressions of

matter and energ,y', entirely independent and unrelated, and I presume

that may people todaq do not recognize that the table you have eaten

on and the light that is coming to you from that bulb are the same„
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though different axpreesiaus of the same thing . Indeed, it is only

the last twenty years perhaps that we have eome to recogn,ise through

great research work that the energy that comes from the sun and from

the stars and from our electric lights and any other souroem of

artificial light is an expression as energy of uitisate units which

may dm* together in form and be matter or na ►terial.

, The dinner we have eaten tonight was a part of the sun but

a few montha ago. We have actually eaten tonight eubatanoe that wa s

in the sun and oame to the earth an energy. You know your plants

donft grow until the sun comes to them.

I presume no single mistake has occurred in our thinking that

is so fundamentally responsible for our lack of proper orientation

than is our failure to recognise that life itself is a product of

foroe, which force may take the form of these physical things around

us, I find myself tempted to spend a little too auoh time here

because I want to take you over into some of the practical fields so

we will go Immediately to the next column and have you think about

what has been happening through the yvars .

ITo have the mythology preceding the dawn of history, o r

coming into history with its dawn. That mythology had with it all of

the conceptions of the early tribes that lived on the face of the

earth and that mythology expressed itself in the early religions with

individual conceptions of the light that came, not knowledge and pa rt

of religion, which had gone from mtter to sun and furnished the

basis for our o2d Testament* our t31d Testament was written for that

period in which all of these forms of knowledge were separate,
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We are being asked to go back to the period when all of

these separate rivers of truth had no relation to each other, In it

reasonable that the people who lived in that time should not the

standards forthis time? Why has it been, so diffiault for the people

to orient themselves? They were not responsible but it is a

fundamental truth that the church has cftnn been the greatest stumbling

block in the way of the progress of the trotti . I am speaking about

the early seligionns back through the yes,rs. Is it only back through

the yearst No.

I?an+t it make you ashamed that you are living in an era when

a state one week ago today voted to prohibit the teaching to the

young life of the eosmunity the maans by which and through which God

made his universe? Is there aztything which can compare with humans

and to say with Gt+d, "You are mistaken in what you have written of the

earth," and as written so much that "any one who wills to know the

truth may see . "

It is not only the people of the sixteenth and fourteenth

centuries that we have to have sympathy for. Do you realize that

there are people who are living within five hundred miles of you wh o

atill believe that the earth is flat? Is it any wonder that it has

been so hard for people to reaQh God -- to find t;od? And I an going

to say another thing. I believe that science has done mo re to help

us believe in God in the last few years than religion has dme within

the last fifty years. When we get to know Ood we will get to kam

God and his truths« When we kaor his universe we know t3od. You

oan't imagine such a thing as truth and not being a part of Oad.
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So as we come dorr8 through the years we find that the church

took the attitude that it was infallibl+e, We find developing a

conviction that w e should study the human body - we should diseat

e n4.aals -P But the church s aid, "No, you must not do it," and the

church would make this interpretation. The church issued this great

bulletin*

BI.Ot7D Rt)t)?„ on account of the red juiese, is good for the blood.

LIPSR'P9'QRT , being a leaf ahaped like the liver, cures diseases of the

liiver.

EYEBRIMiT, being marked and spotted, cures diseases of the eyes .

BIIGLOSS , resembling a snake'a head, ourea snake bites .

CELANDI1M , being yellow in color, cures jaundiae .

RED FL ML, which looks like blood, cures blood taints and therefore

rhewmatisra .

BEAA'S GREASE, being taken from an animal thickly covered with hair,

is recommended for persons tearing bsldness .

If I zvere to ask you if you had rheumatism real bad and

right within ree►eh of you there was a piece of gray flannel and a piece

of red flannel, whiah would you take? I guess a lot of you woul d

take the rsd flsanael .

My father had a farm, and I am thankful that Iwa ►s brought

up on a country faria. But I an partioularly thankful that I had a

father and mother who were not afraid to let me have any book I aanted»

ltother and also father would invite the preacher to come home with the

family for supper on 9unday evening in order that the children might

have contact with the college preachers . There were two preachers
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at our churvh* I remember the young preacher of the district saying at

the supper table one Sunday evening, "Mr . Price, I read a now book that

Iwou1d have given a thousand dollars if I had not seen and that i s

"The Or3.gin of the speoies* by a man named Ua ;rwin* Father said, "YYhy,

y+owag man, are you aFra3,d of truth?" *No, but if that is true then

there is nothing in re3igion. " Father said, "I will take a chance on

truth tal€ing +oare of itself." I had that book and father bought it

for me. It was worth more than a thousand dollars to that man that

he read that book. He got a vision that we sa#st tear down the

sectarian borders and that we must look for truth for truthie saee.

W father had a house on our Paxm which he rentod. One day

the tenant oamQ to father and said,, "I have to move. I have just

found out that that house we are living in is haunted ." Father said,,

"what have you heard?" He an,ew+er®d, "I have heard that there was a

man killed at the time that well was b3.aated. Is that true? "

Father said, ""1'es." So the man said,, "WeII I+a:ra going for we heard

the dishes rattling last night." And move he did . But before he

iet°t, father came to me and said, "Weston, I wish you would go and

have a talk with his w3.fe." So Iwen,t up and said, "Mrs . -,•,.--.•--_,

I hear this houae is ha'unted . She said, "You must not come around

looking for spooks while we are living here." I said, "'You and I

both have been brought up in this o+aammwnity and you and I both know

there is nothing in this thing about spooks." She thought a moment

and said, "NY sister an a spook all right enongh:r She belieo+ed it.

9week ago I heard a group of people talking about just as

nonsentioal thinngs as they were bee2iewing«
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if we take these things ocming dewn through the struggle of

the truth and fiction we find some of the most horrible pirseoutions

we have over eewx. It would make your blood and mine run rold to

see those terrible persecutions that had for their foundation hates

that no more represented Christ than that red flannel represented

truth. We find the great crusaders starting out on their crusades

to kiXl, We find in the life-time of ou r grandfathers the question

as to whether or not witches should be put to death. Iwan 't take

time to go into that story as it is hideous in the development of the

world, but just let me give you one illustration of the Black Death

which took half of the peopi.e in England in one epidemic and they

had a means for actually preventing the Black I?eath . If they would

hire people to stand around the house and beat an tin pans from the

time the epidemic started until the epidemic was over, no one in that

house would get the plague and they said it was an absolute proof of

the activity of Satan and what they had to do was soare these spirits

aXay. What do you suppose they were doing? They were chasing away

the mts that were carrying the gezans that were infected with the

plague.

There are a lot of the things that we are doing today that

are hang+•overs. I would have you think of where we c as<e from, NOW

this may shoak some of you.

That is a picture of the sun. At the time of an eclipse

the moon has come between us and the sun. And we see these great

flames 90 out into space, going out 260,000 miles and more. It is

knarn that the same material that the sun is made from i s the same

material that the earth is made from. But they know that all of the
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material that the sun in mocds of or the stars or practically all of

the things that they are made at man finds nearly all of them in our

earth, But there was one that they did not find in our earth, Zater

they found helium and now it is put in balloons and these balloons can

now aros$ the oaaari ,

Sot us suppose that some great wandering star of th e

universe should ao mea weeping along when these great flames are swoep-

img out and pull out a great maas of that flaming ma" and it would

not come back to the sun. In some such way our planet was formad,

When you look at the sun through a apectrosaope you are

lockin;g at the sun with an instrument that will pick out all the lines .

If you take the calcium line, you will find these great. It is

1imostone. All of this prominent line and all of that has to do

with this Nasbatanaes aalviuts. You find these great dark spots and

those dark spots are surrounded by great me►sass of aaloium. It is

interesting to know that we heat a metal with the hot white rs,ys. It

would be as physically impossible for two great substances to produce

the sama band as it would be for people to be in the same spot at

the oeme time.

Hars are iron lines and magnesium lines and caloitm lines

and sodium liaes, Whenever you see a line at that mas you know it

is sudi.iw4►.

And that ban.d that produces it as yellow comes to you as

something that stiumlates you and T. When we take this calcium line

and we lot the light come from it and it is shed on light of any kind

a combination of that calcium line will produ®e sffeots that are

characteristic of that.
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8ere we have our calcium taking different fom. You will

recognize the different lengths of tusks on these elephants a-ad

finally we come down to a tusk that is very similar to that of the

animals we knnnr,

Also* as the head gets larger the neck ouet get s horter.

We find then this process of classification that mak es struoture ba sed

upon a very ftiindaaental Iaw.

Mosquitoes can only get 30 large. Mosquitoes can never

get large like animals for a very fundamental law which is this -

when you increase the size of anything ten-fold you have increased

its weight not in the same proportion that you have increased the

surface area. You are all familiar with the fact that a mouse can

drop from the ceiling to the floor without hurtfng, iteelF . Why?

A mouse can drop into a w a11 a mile deep and run away. It would not

hurt itselP. Why? Because the relation of surface area to siz e

increases as it gets staaller. Now a dog falling into that well a

mile deep would be killed instant].yj a man would drack open. A dog

would splash and a mouse would not be heard . Just stop to think a

mixalte. You remember all these insects how they fall off and never

fall hard enough to hurt at al l. These amll things have no consider- .

ation for gravity. A bird never can get more than a certain sise.

An ostrich could not fly. Its wreight would get so great it would or

rather could not have wings great enough.

Coming back the other way following th i is law down to the

small things you i.mmediately see, since the surface increases in propor-

tion to sise, the size of the bactsrie►. They have enough surface an

the outside so they Qbsorb all of the food they want on the cxxtside.
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The smal.ler you got the greater that force becomes and you will find

at once the for" of the fo11icle., Now then taking that as your

basie„ Just think of some of the laws that have d erv+eloped tk ia wa►y.

BerS we find the fish developing their gills bemuee they

could not absorb enough in their surftoo o

The inner surfM* of our intestim2 traak would cov er a

eurfaae as large as all of these« You take the little end arteries

in our body that let th+e" chwemi.cals go through and be absorbed in the

flesb. I found out how muoh road aur!""s, that would cove r and I

fot nd it would cover the distance from here to Pi►i.neville. Nature

has built in these inSoldi,nga* I remember picking up the head of a

dser and taking the deerta head apart . I had been paddling along

and the deer was In the distazoe but it would jump up and run off and

snort and give eigasatr. The deer reaagnised that we were present

by the odor.

We have developed thaee various individual traits . So

then it we pass on to another fact we find that we are controlled by

the law of heredity. In this picture the father has dark hair.

A black spot on the surtaoe of a cow of either sem would

reproduce itself in the law of heredity in the proportion of 23 to 20.

(Story about Jacob and Nathan. All those eows that

were spotted were to go to Jacob and all those that were not spotted

were to go to NatharY. )

(Reproductiot~ of guinea pigs.) we find a black and a xhite

guinea pig will always produce a black and in the next generation we

find that they would got three black and one white and in the next

generation they vrould gofx five blaak and three white. That has to
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do only with the organs, the oelid, the structures that we reprochaoe•

We have here two pinea pigs . Now thm" fanale guin"

gigs had black guinea pigs. They took the ovaries of the whita

guinea pig and pla nted them in the ovaries of the b3aeb guinea pig

and she bonome pregnant and her afreprinp were an black guinea pigs«

We may not always understand this, T .h+er* are some ftators

that we can aontroi, forces that would make it *W for charaateristio s

to develop instead of making it bard for W*retzteristioe to develop

in preparing the ty°pe of huranity that will be oe.pable of developing

tYem•

In this picture we have this series of embryonic forms.

In the first three of your ifteruteral life you oould not tell which

you were going to be, a£iah, a saiamandsr, a tortoise or a hunan.

You went through all of those stages in that order and it something

happened to mother just at the tim.es, a starvation for the want of

some vitamin, you may have carried forward to your birth & deformity

that was characteristic of that form that you were in when that

suppression oamo► upon mother. There are people born with fish g :Llla

in their neek# They go to the doctor and have them ewed up and. you

may not know it, but thare are people born with one external orifice

in the body, just an a chicken has but one for fluid and solid matter.

Y4y, it is not the crurs* of God., It is not the activity of the de ril &

It is not a sin that mother had some interference, preventing her body

from ftnotioning propenrly.
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W'hen you take these various series in the first three of

the uteral life we were like that first, then like that, then like

that. How does that come to be so? If you are not afraid of the

truth you will find that God has made man gradually. It is not any-

more unworthyto know how God did it or to kncw that he did it

gradually or to know that just by the Waving of a weasd he did it.

Let us take some of these deformities that people are bor n

with. 'What causes those? Tlhy, it may be that some force has oome

in there that might have been prevented. These fish forms that I

am showing you have these deformities because there was just as much

alcohol put in the water as there would be in the fatherts blood .

I remember a oirctumstanoe that happened to us . Our boy

was very ill and finally we lost the fighte one of the good people

of our church called and said, "I am just calling you to remind you

that you have displeased the Lord and this is the Lordls punishment

for displeasing him ." This poor soul has now gone to Heaven . Her

idea of God was not as large as it should have been.

In this picture the father was put in a box where he had

to breath alcohol before he was allowed to mate with that mother and

this is the defective rabbit that was their offepringf The black

rabbit would have to be the child of the offspring of the black

parents , rabbit and the white one the offspring of the white one.

" '!fe shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free. "

As I see Christ coming down the hill to the desoiples and

they could not understand his I think he seemed to see the great hand

of death taking the thousands of millions of people and he said, "Xe

shall know the truth and the truth shall make ye free ."
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Here we have deformities deve 3.oping in the offspring due

to alcohol . In the third and fourth generations we gst deformities

of this kind. .

Hmre is a little girl you see , only a little more than

h.al f my si,se. Why did she not grow up? Why,$ her parents wanted to

make her beautiful so they tied a board on each side of her head and

her head had to grow between the boards for seven years . I went to

school with a'girl who was supposed to be the most beautiful girl of

her tins. She could take her hands and put them around her waist,

she was so tightly laced. Why, it is not so many years ago though

that peopXe, Zwou1d not have dared to say that at the time, were

doing that. Only the ,Tapa.nese, or rather the Chinese, would do a

thing like that today .

Now we find a few years ago that the epidemic that we know

as the yellow fever was caused by a mosquito and a mosquito could get

a gens and transfer that gerffi to the people and they would get the

yellow f®rver. Truth said, "If you stamp out the mosquito you will

stamp out yellow fever." The church said, "There is nothing to it . "

If we take the next slide we will see an organism that does

not look very nioe. It is a wood tick that gets on cattle and that

tick when it gets on cattle makes them sick and that is what caused

the fever of the West called the Tick Fever„ It was finally aa? led

that because it was found that when people were bitten by one of

these ticks they developed the fever. we must learn not to let them

bits use

ITo find here an orgauisea„ a little thing like a fly, that

produces sleeping $iaknatss that took hundreds of thousands of people

in Africa. It takes them nine months as a rule to die . That fly
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carries an or;gen9.sm and if that fly bites u* and we got that organism

in our body we get the sleeping siokness,

Here we have for example a lihtlrs girl that is not

afflicted with one of those epidemics but this little girl has a

disturbance that is caused by the abseace of the proper secretion

that oomea from the nesrk, the thyroid, This child is ignorant,

oonld not learn anything at all beoause she did not have this little

gland in her ne+ok properly developed. There was something like

thirteen thousand of thess people in Italy thirty years ago -and

scarcely any today. At that time the Cathollc Chturoh where the

disease was ctoanmon urged the people to marry but fortunately they did

not reproduce rapidly. They took out the thyroid glands of an

animal and Ped them to this oh ild and gave her the thing that her

body could not make. Here we see her as a very beautiful child.

And here we have polyq►ogs with a tail that is as large as

your h.and. And those little frogs and these polyaroga were the same

age. The difference was the quantity of the thyroid that had been

f'ed to them. And that thing that makes a boy and girl develop along

to womanhood and manhood along about sixteen years of age has to do

with the functioning of these gland* ,

We see here two sheep the same age and there was df.eeoted

from the nsok of the sss ll one the thyro3.d and the para-thyroid

glanda, when it was a sma3l anie+r►1, and it did not grow but the other

one went on gr+cwing * There are a large nuaber of people who could

have developed to manhood and wams,nhood who could not because these

forces were abs+omt.
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The next slide will show us two pictures of the same dog.

There in a gland in our naok we sta].l the para-thyroid. There are two

in an3.mals. They are as long as a grain of wheat in humans and have

the power of furnishing a chemical to our system and if that calcium

is not in our blood the calcium goes down and doarn. But give them a

little of the proper activator and they can again furnish calaium.

When those little para-thyroid glanda were taken from this

dogts neck it went into convulsions. But instead of letting it die

they took some of the juice of the para-thyroid gland of an ax and

injected it in the gland of the dog and he Jumped up and looked aroun d

and they did it for months and months . If they stopped for a week

he would go back into oo,nvulsions. And similarly some of these

disturbances that people suffer are just as definite .

Here we have a child with its bones all out of shape with

the disease called the rickets. Nine out of ton of the children born

along the lakes had some rickets within the first two years of life .

Before it was known how bones formed they were having rickets beaause

bones could not form because of the lack of the chemicals that would

make it possible for that body to make bones and that is a simpl e

vitamin and we me the picture of the bones of this ohild. Here we

have these bones orooked. And here we have these bones broken, not

because that child had an extra hard fall on the floor but because

his bone was not very strong.

Next we will show another of these aaaes. S8e these bcmes.

That shows seven fractures in the bone of that yowg man. One break

was right after ancrEher. A few weeks ago a vroman, knowing that I

was studying this problem of how bones and teeth were formed, brought
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me a pet. It Was a eoakOy and what do you euppoee was wrong with

that monkey? It was just like some other people's children and got

what It wanted, What did it like? Sugar and bananas and bananae

and sugar and then more sugar, And that monkey had the r►cree case

of rickets that 1believed c+ou,ld be possible in any anima3o if you

would turn a napkin and turn it like that you would have the shape of

the 2sg• of that mcaslcery. The bones did not beoomo uolid and the soft

bone yielded and vrent off in various direotione* And it would break

your heart to think that even a monkey oould suffer as that anima1

did. What was happening? Just the same thing as is happening over and

over again in Mongolia . They dcnft have the vitamins that are

neoeseary. They don!.t know about the proper vitamins and few mothers

ever, In some of tho,te districts of Mongolia, are able to stand on

their feet after they have had the fourth or fifth child because that

has taken the lime out of their bodies . Conatequently, a great number

of the women are crippled and bed-ridden and they cannot raise the

child in some districts without the mother nuraing it for four or five

yeara.

And yet when you oam back and think of that terribl e

tragedy that nine out of ten of the children born have riakets, we

find that we have a problem that i a univereal. Here for example is

a Tr man who lives in your oommmi.ty. I think I could take you to a

dosen, in Cleveland who are bed-ridden and with generally the same

story. After the first, second or third child we find arthritis

or other disease setting in until those women cannot stand because

they have borrowed and borrowed from their syateme to such a great

eatent,
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A short time ago I went to City gospital to aee a bay who

was terribly deformed and I said to the mother,, "How many ehildrsra ;

have you't " She said, "?sn, ~ I aaaid, "How long have you been

narried„" and she answered, "'Thirteen years ." I then said, "whioh

child is this't" "The saventh", she ae.id*

I Ms lecturing in MiohIgan City a few months ago and one .

of the den.tists present told the story of things that were happening

in that oosssattnity, one of ehiah was the following s

Awoszan ossae in, a young wown, because she was suffering

with toothache and the dentist said to her, "W graaioue, woman, wha t

have you been doingt Pretty nearly ewry tooth in your head is

decayed do= to your g'm." "flontt you know me?" she asked. "I am

the little girl you said four years ago had the most perfect set o f

teeth you ever saw. I have three children and I expect another, "

The dentist said, "fty are you doing this?" She said, "Beoause of mp

religion, but the Lord will take care of us. "

.And here we have an animal with its head drawn over to the

si.do . Note how this animal is affeoted* we s3ust come to recognize

this as God's world, not our world . Now where do we get our nourish-

mesnt from? Well, largely from animals. You all know what a bird i s

like, how a duck lays eggs. A duck has to ata,y home and stay on that

egg if she is going to have any young ones. The animal made considerable

progress. So this animal built a vestpooket and put the egg in it and

carried the egg right along . That is all very well while having the

egg. How about feeding the animal? It developed a systam of a

little hole in the vestpooket so that the young one just had to dre r

on those ho3.es Rnd the juice would come out and that is the suae as yo u

and I rooted the milk out of our mothers.
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You sri.ll see a lot of different forms of life but the

chemical compositior, of milk in all is always the same, although dif-

ferent in concentration. I used to wonder how a littie rabbit could

raise eight or ton rabbits up to a siae a third or fourth as big as

these on just the little bit of nourishment they could set from the

little breasts. But their milk is stronger than that of our mothers.

We have a problem that while they furnish the milk the

calcium that would make bones so that the nerves and the blood could

4tiinot3on, the bones have another purpose # nsmely, for a purpose of

supplying lime and calcium to fight infection or help us to digest

a beef steak and if we have not taken enough calcium out of our food

we go and borrow some out of the bank but there is a limit to what you

can draw out of the bank and there is a limit to what you can borrow

out of your own body. E rery time mother has occasion to borrow to

make the bones for an embryo and if she is borrowing from the bank and

has borrowed before she will borro w again and again and so mother

borrows and pays the bill out of her body. You remember the old

story, "A tooth for every child." The people often thought that the

structure actually went out of the tooth of the mother and went into

the ohild . The mother is borrowing and borrowing from her own

skeleton and at the time that she is borrowing her teeth will demy and

at the time a child is born, faster than she can make bones and tesrth,

The te+ath will not have the proper structure and they will decay and

the decay is just as natural and simple as that and all that is

necessary is for the mother to get the proper supply of calcium out of

her food.
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Supposing your car would not go. It needed more power.

Would you expect to gat power by pouring gasoline into the engineY

You must have a battery to make your gasoline ignite .

After a lecture I gave not long ago a man osme to me and

said, "Wo have just had a a~ ls hips break dawn." I said, '4Saw many

times a day are you milking her4" no said, "Three times a day."

I then asked, "How long have you been doing this?" He anewered,

"Just six more weeks and we will have been doing it for two years ."

I told him he would have to stop doing this and give the cow certain

vitamins to build up her skeleton. He said, "We have to keep on

milking her. We have to get that prize. "

That is no worse than the slavery of womanhood all over thi s

land and every other land. It makes me hang my head in shame to

think of the curse we are putting on womanhood. Just one pregmano3t

after another . Just borrowing and borrowing and our great religions

of the past have been the authority for more mothers to suboit, just

as hosts and hosts of mothers are going down today.

Here is a cow who has given birth to a calf who cannot stand

up. That was a normal cow and a healthy cow . She had plenty of food

but that cow was lacking in one el.enertt« That laak of that vitarain

had made it impossible for her to supply that need and this little

calf is entirely prostrate and died within a few hours, just as a lot

of babies do. Do you realize that only thirty years ago the habits

of our civilization required that eight babies would have to be born

to perpetuate the father and mother% This then dropped down to seven .

It is dcwn now to three . This would show that some progress has been

made.
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Noor that carries with it tremendous reaponsibility* The

thing that in happening to this calf is easi ly explained, Bere i s

a cow fed precisely the Mae ration but there was added a 3.3,ttle ocd

liver oil and she has milk enough for the both and that thing that

is going on right there is one of the most thrilling things in all

our modern event a,

A tew weeks ago in cn+e of our hospitals here in the city al l

of the babies in that maternity ward were examined to find the best

baby in the hhospitnl . It so happened that the baby that got the

• prize got it because he was the best nourished child, the beat sleeper

and the most cheerful when he was awake and x :aight state that that

child was the only one of the forty where the mother had been on a

consistent ration.

That thing that we are talking about is spark and that thing

that the child needed and we older people need in order that we may

get along without burning our cwn furniture,

$ere we have four chickens that are similar accept that

this chicken had ample enorgy, the ffipark, and these Qhiokene had to

get the radiant energy through Cleveland amokm on a diet that was not

rich enouah:. 8ere in the change in the bones from rubbing ari these

vitamins . These are three ohiokens of the was age and the difference

in them is this . The old hen picked up the food that she could find

around on the ground and these other two had a slightly modernized

diet, just like our modern diets are refind these chickens had refined

diets and they did not have to go out in the aunshine . They had the

food brought to them. The difference between those chickens is the

difference between the radiant energy they got . Now about the hen?
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Why, she not only got them up early in the morning but she taught them

h+rsr to get beetles and each little bug had these vitamins in but these

other ah3.crkene had to eat the same food every day that was brought to

thea.

These cahiokeus have not grown for the reason that you and I

have not grpwn. It is a question of these vitamins. These boys and

girls have been given a box of ohocolate and are doing just what the

moxrkey did*

You will notice carefully the difference in the shape of

the bones in these two pictures . Those chickens are the eams age.

At eleven years and five man.tha this boy still had his baby

teeth and at eleven years and eight months we find that the boyl e

teeth have grown to this extent. And in that short period of only

three months' time that boy greroa' eleven-twelfths of an inch. He had

scarcely grom zs in four years before. He wanted to go to school and

he liked vegetables . Today that boy is in a military academy and

well at the top of his olase.

I will give you this closing story . A little incident

h+apperaed over in one of our cities of the Weat . It was a little

hamlet with a little cottage down by the railroad tracks and just so

the little children greav up, like these children, without perfect

bones. There was a little deformed child living in this cottage and

that littie child was treated by the parents as though it was a curse

of God but there was something about that child that was different from

anfmal life. It was something that makes children to be like God

meant a boy and girl to be . That child lay in bed and received no

attention. She would beckon to the trains as they paesed, waving her

little hand back and forth, and as those traix men saw that one hand
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waving before that window it prayed upon them so that they said to

one another, "have you seen t.bs.t little hand?" That ahild asked

for matahes and when she heard a train ooraing at night she would

light a match and wave that aaatoh* The trainmen could not under-►

atand it, Every train that would go by in the c'6ey would see that

hand and every train in the night would see that light and they talked

about it in their meetings and they appointed a aomitte+s to go and

inmestipte.

if you could have gone two years ago last Christmas to that

hamlet you would have seen the g reat Continental Express from the

Weet that stops just to take on water and iusl halt in this little

hamlet, not at the statiaas, but in front of this little cottage and

the committee of the nationai board of railroad conductors got off

and brought to that little ahiid blankets and equipment to bring comfort

to her little physical body, for they oared. And the train =ned on,

in a little while the great Transcontinental Express stoppe d

on the siding by that ss.me little oottage and a comoaittee of railroad

firemen and engineers brought to that little girl a pooket»book of

$?©O.OO to pay the expense to take her where she could get medical

attention so that her life could be made what it ma to be . Have

you seen the hand in the window ; The child Iilb of this aometmity

is beckoning and you are the one that can see and you are the ones

in this church to ueee

may God speed you and help you in your work and help you to

help the ahild.


